
 

Here are a few things of what to expect and how we are keeping you safe 
throughout your visit 

-Clients must arrive on time for their appointment.  You will not be allowed into the building before your 
appointment time and if you are more than 5 minutes late your appointment will be rescheduled, and you may still 
be charged. 

-Clients will need to wait outside until their appointment time and we will let you in when we are ready for you 

-Temperature checks and hand gel on arrival  

-Our waiting area has been removed and you must attend your appointment alone 

-Clients will be taken directly to where the member of staff is working  

-Hand gel is available in every working area in use  

-Staff will sterilise and fully clean all equipment 

-Gowns and towels will be washed on a high temperature between each use  

-Your stylist / therapist will wash their hands between each client in line with government guidance  

-All staff will be wearing visors or goggles and Type II face masks in line with PPE guidance 

-We will be using every other styling section to ensure we can best practice social distancing between clients 

-We will be only using one nail desk at a time, unless both people are from the same household  

-Nail clients will have their own bag with their own set of files and tools which cannot be submerged in sterilising 
solution 

-We will be closing the middle basin and middle hood drier to ensure social distancing between clients 

-Masks or face coverings will be worn by clients during their entire visit 

-No magazines  

-Tea, coffee and water will be served in disposable cups.  Clients must only remove their face covering when drinking 
and must replace it afterwards 

-The toilet will be cleaned between each use. Please inform the member of staff you are with so that we can ensure 
it is cleaned 

-Please inform your stylist / therapist if you wish to purchase retail, we will bring this to you  

-Payments and future bookings will be taken at the desk, one client at a time. A visor or goggles and a Type II face 
mask will be worn by the member of staff and the card machine and desk will be fully cleaned down between clients  

-All areas used will be fully disinfected between each client, in line with our COVID policy and risk assessment 

If you would like to discuss anything further please speak with Georgie or Sharon or email 
alresfordhaircare@hotmail.co.uk 


